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Abstract
Fall prediction using machine learning has become one of the most fruitful and socially
relevant applications of computer vision in gerontological research. Since its inception in the
early 2000s, this subfield has proliferated into a robust body of research underpinned by various
machine learning algorithms (including neural networks, support vector machines, and decision
trees) as well as statistical modeling approaches (Markov chains, Gaussian mixture models, and
hidden Markov models). Furthermore, some advancements have been translated into commercial
and clinical practice, with companies in various stages of development capitalizing on the aging
population to develop new commercially available products. Yet despite the marvel of modern
machine learning-enabled fall prediction, little research has been conducted to shed light on the
security and privacy concerns that such systems pose for older adults. The present study employs
an interdisciplinary lens in examining privacy issues associated with machine learning fall
prediction and exploring the implications of these models in elderly care and the Internet of
Medical Things (IoMT). Ultimately, a justice-informed set of best practices rooted in social
geroscience is suggested to help fall prediction researchers and companies continue to advance
the field while preserving elderly privacy and autonomy.
Keywords: machine learning, artificial intelligence, computer vision, cybersecurity, privacy,
security, gerontology, social gerontology, internet of medical things, best practices
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Introduction
The 2004 paper [1] represented one of the first end-to-end deep-learning based systems
for prediction/detection of falls in older adults. SIMBAD, as coined by the researchers from the
University of Liverpool and InfraRed Integrated Systems (IRISYS), was a neural
network-enabled system that analyzed thermal data from an IRISYS-produced sensor to provide
detection of falls in a specific set of curated actor scenarios. Although the model performance
had some notable flaws and shortcomings (i.e., detecting a fall just 30% of the time and being
focused on detection as opposed to prediction), the study itself had a profound impact on
machine learning fall-related technology and also sheds light on how the cooperation between
academia and industry within the fall prediction space is a topic worthy of critical examination.
It is precisely this lens of private-public cooperation and interfacing, paired with the fact
that many fall prediction models employ real-time video and physiological data, that
distinguishes the fall prediction problem from other prediction tasks in the field of geroscience.
For instance, machine learning-based drug discovery for diseases/conditions that predominantly
affect older adults represents another significant intersection of machine learning and
geroscience [2]. Drug discovery methods may present some privacy issues related to big data
collection and storage, but once developed into clinically applicable medications, said privacy
and security issues become moot. By contrast, machine learning models that rely on real-time
video and physiological sensor feeds continuously read and analyze patient data during their
operation. Thus, the inherently longitudinal nature of fall prediction as an instrument of
preventative medicine suggests that it is coupled with unique privacy concerns. This becomes
especially clear when returning to the topic of private-public cooperation, as companies are held
to different ethical standards than IRB-approved human subject research endeavors. To add yet
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another complication, data policies can vary by country [3, 4, 5] and are continually evolving to
match the pace of workplace adoption of data-driven methodologies.
The present study examines fall prediction machine learning approaches from
perspectives of research frontiers, commercial products, and social gerontology, ultimately
finding that if not properly addressed, fall prediction models can pose a serious threat to the
privacy and autonomy of older adults. More broadly, the ways in which older adults interact with
the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) is also discussed in both practical and conceptual terms.

Research Frontiers in Fall Prediction
Integration of machine learning into fall prediction required a convergence of several
research movements: modern machine learning, evidence-based medicine, gerontology, and the
proliferation of computing resources. In contemporary society, all four of these are widely
available and active topics of discovery, pushing the subfield of machine learning fall prediction
into the spotlight. As one review explains, fall prevention and detection methods have employed
myriad machine learning algorithms (including neural networks, support vector machines, and
decision trees) as well as probabilistic/statistical modeling approaches (Markov chains, Gaussian
mixture models, and hidden Markov models) [6]. Current frontiers being explored include a
Timed Up and Go (TUG) based approach [7], motion-pose geometric descriptor (MPGD) based
approach [8], as well as a thermal imaging approach [9] not too dissimilar from [1]. However,
perhaps the most important discriminating factor between modern approaches to machine
learning fall prediction is the data being fed to the model. Using this paradigm, we principally
distinguish between three different classes of models and summarize potential privacy issues in
Table 1 below.
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Table 1: Classes of different machine learning fall prediction models, characteristics, and
associated potential privacy issues
Input Data Type

Characteristics

Video or Camera

● May employ
convolutional
neural networks
(CNNs) or other
computer vision
techniques

Potential
concern,
especially if
continuously
employed

Not a
significant
concern in
most cases

Cameras can
have security
issues, could be
compromised
by bad actors

● Generally
wearable
● Could be
implemented
using
smartphone
telemetry data

Not a
significant
concern in
most cases

Not a
significant
concern in
most cases

Physiological
indicators are
personal, but
not as
significant as
video/camera

● Combination of
data types
● May employ
data fusion to
reconcile
different
information

Varies
depending on
data sources

Varies
depending on
data sources

Potential
concern,
especially
because
multiple IoT
devices
compounds
likelihood of
security issues

Physiological
Sensor

Multimodal/Com
bination

Video of
Patient

Audio of
Patient

Connected
Sensing

As evinced in the 'Connected Sensing' column of Table 1, any device in the Internet of
Things (IoT) is subject to potential compromise. [10] estimated that the vulnerability rate can run
anywhere from less than half a percent to 40% for certain types of IoT devices. Moreover, this
challenge becomes especially important for multimodal fall prediction systems – systems that
utilize more than one data source in their predictions. As the number of connected devices
increases, the chance of any one device being compromised increases, as does the possibility that
multiple types of data (e.g., video and sensor data) might be exposed.
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Commercial Fall Prediction Systems
There are various solutions for fall prediction that are being developed or are already
available for purchase, although they vary in terms of business development stage and target
market. One company, Ocuvera, produces a portable system that includes a depth camera and
can notify on-site professionals in case a patient might be about to "exit a bed or chair" [11].
However, not all companies are using cameras for prediction. Qventus, for instance, computes
risk scores based on call-light usage, medications, and data from an electronic health record
(EHR) info [12, 13]. Dele utilizes sensors in conjunction with EHRs as inputs for its modeling
[14]. Although all three of these services achieve a similar goal – notifying a professional if a
patient is likely to experience a fall – they vary in terms of data sources. The latter two
approaches involve computations of risk scores based on clinical indicators, which is less
intrusive than the former, with its camera-enabled system. However, a sweeping generalization
of all camera-based machine learning fall prediction systems as insecure belies the import and
practical significance of such systems. While risk scores might give medical professionals broad
insight into patient likelihood of falling, they don't give the same granular, precise, and
actionable information that camera-based systems do. In the end, the current commercial
landscape of machine learning fall prediction solutions is characterized by a tradeoff between
privacy and utility. Purely sensor-based systems might be able to solve this tradeoff by
eliminating the need for cameras, but said approaches also bring unique challenges like patient
compliance (which might be especially important if patients are affected by medication, memory
issues, or other health conditions) and a need to charge devices.
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Technology Awareness in Older Populations
Computer vision-based surveillance and analysis techniques are unique in historical
context: although machine learning traces back to the 1940s or 1950s, the bulk of the field was
expostulated in the past twenty years. Thus, in the design of research studies or acceptance of
commercial fall systems, older adults might not have the technical understanding of machine
learning fall based prediction systems to give informed consent to their utilization. Furthermore,
when older adults are affected by neurodegenerative diseases like dementia, ethical concerns
arise as to whether patients can truly give informed consent [15]. Beyond the specific
methodologies employed for prediction (i.e., machine learning), it is also imperative that older
adults understand how their data is being stored and used. It is clear that in the development of
machine learning fall prediction technology, especially that which relies on comparatively
intrusive data collection, researchers and companies must carefully consider the needs of older
adults and their education and awareness related to technical topics. Enforcement of intrusive
machine learning fall prediction systems onto unconsented elderly individuals presents a
significant concern that could be addressed by national legislation or guidance from trusted
medical institutions. Furthermore, the sparse, uneven nature of data protection policy in the
United States contrasts with legislation in other regions of the world (i.e., the European Union)
[16]. We call for new data protection legislation that is sensible, consistent, specific, and
adequately addresses the needs of older adults as well as the usage of data in data-driven
processes like machine learning systems.
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Security Implications for the Internet of Medical Things
The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT), describes the subset of IoT as applied in
healthcare and medicine. [17] delineated key security issues related to IoMT devices.
Specifically, improperly secured networks could allow bad actors to "eavesdrop and intercept
incoming and outgoing data" and IoMT devices could be subject to attacks like DDoSing
(distributed denial of service) [17]. While data compromise is an extremely important issue, the
latter possibility arguably poses an even greater threat to patients, because it could result in the
inactivation or hampering of medical devices. The paper [17] provides a salient case in point –
VP Dick Cheney asked medical professionals to remove wireless communication abilities from
his pacemaker so that he couldn't be targeted by bad actors [17, 18]. In the case of machine
learning fall prediction, malicious cyberattacks might result in leakage of personal health
information or disabling of fall prediction systems, but they most likely would not immediately
lead to serious injury or death as a compromised pacemaker might. Nonetheless, examining
IoMT devices through a lens of cybersecurity is critically important, even more so than it is for
non-medical IoT devices like smart speakers and appliances because of the potential to impact
human health.

Best Practices and a Call to Action
In synthesizing the current research and practice related to machine learning fall
prediction systems, we propose the following set of consistent best practices:
● Machine learning fall prediction research studies and commercial systems must seek to
promote comprehensive patient education (especially for older populations) and informed
consent.
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● Internet-connected systems should seek to minimize cybersecurity risks by complying
with best practices and working with cybersecurity and audit professionals.
● Future research in the field of machine learning fall prediction should include discussion
of sociocultural implications of predictive systems and potential mental health
implications of said technology.
● Best data privacy policies must be followed, and new legislation and guidance related to
data privacy for older adults would be instrumental in ensuring that machine learning fall
prediction preserves privacy for the elderly.
Ultimately, machine learning fall prediction systems comprise an interesting solution to
an age-old problem and have the potential to prevent untold injuries and deaths. However, these
systems also demand a justice-informed, privacy-preserving approach to ensure their ethical
development and real-world deployment. It is only through an interdisciplinary lens combining
gerontology, machine learning science, and ethics that the subfield can thrive.
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